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Abstract: This paper describes the development trends and prospects of green-energy-based off-road
electric vehicles and robots in the agricultural sector. Today, the agriculture sector faces several
challenges, such as population growth, increasing energy demands, labor shortages, and global
warming. Increases in energy demand cause many challenges worldwide; therefore, many methods
are suggested to achieve energy independence from fossil fuels and reduce emissions. From a long-
term point of view, the electrification of agricultural vehicles and renewable energy sources appear to
be an essential step for robotic and smart farming in Agriculture 5.0. The trend of technological growth
using fully autonomous robots in the agricultural sector seems to be one of the emerging technologies
to tackle the increased demand for food and address environmental issues. The development of
electric vehicles, alternative green fuels, and more energy-efficient technologies such as hybrid
electric, robotic, and autonomous vehicles is increasing and improving work quality and operator
comfort. Furthermore, related digital technologies such as advanced network communication,
artificial intelligence techniques, and blockchain are discussed to understand the challenges and
opportunities in industry and research.

Keywords: agricultural autonomous vehicles; digital agriculture; electric tractors; sustainability;
hybrid electric powertrain; smart farming; robotics

1. Introduction

Today, the agricultural industry faces serious challenges such as population growth,
the energy crisis, climate change, a shortage of labor, and the risk of pandemic diseases.
The population is projected to increase from 7.9 billion in 2022 to 10 billion in 2050, and agri-
cultural production is expected to continue to rise [1]. Meanwhile, agricultural workers are
being drawn to other industries, and the average age of farmers is increasing [2], which
increases the farm workers’ demand. Agricultural scientists, farmers, and breeders are
also required to produce more food from less land in a sustainable manner to meet the
needs of the projected population. Coupled with the reduction of rural labor, this demon-
strates the inevitable need to increase efficiency by introducing more automation systems
on farms [3]. In fact, due to limited land, water, and labor resources, it is estimated that
agricultural productivity needs to be improved by at least 25% to meet the global food de-
mand [4]. As some authorities claim, robots could help farmers to address these challenges
by improving yields and productivity while reducing fertilizers and pesticides and water
waste. Additionally to the rural drawbacks, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are doubled,
and climate change reduces productivity in agriculture and available farm fields. It means
that around 25% of all farmland is already degraded [5]. Furthermore, the energy demand
in different sectors is increasing [6,7].

Many countries are working to extract energy from alternative fuels obtained from
renewable energy sources (RES) [8] instead of fossil fuels for economic and environmental
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reasons. The International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) and the International
Energy Agency (IEA) have developed a consistent baseline scenario to limit the global
average temperature rise to 2 °C by 2100, which is the goal of the Paris Agreement.

As shown in [9], biofuels, hydrogen, and electricity could play an increasingly im-
portant role in decarbonizing the transport sector before 2050, as vehicles will consume
more biofuels and electricity than gasoline in 2050 [10]. Researchers and manufacturers
have introduced new technologies, such as battery electric vehicles, hybrid electric vehicles,
and hydrogen-powered vehicles.

Agricultural engineering researchers focus primarily on increasing crop production ef-
ficiency and decreasing the difficulty of agricultural work, and different levels of technology
have been defined in the last few decades. The future concept of agriculture contemplates
more intelligent farms that are more efficient and environmentally more sustainable, with
sensors, machines, robots, and information technology (IT). Robotics and autonomous
vehicles can play an essential role in meeting agricultural production needs in the near
future [11]. Additionally, agricultural field robots could help to increase operational safety,
improve soil health, and increase yields [12]. Replacing heavy equipment with lighter
remote or autonomous machinery can reduce the problems associated with topsoil com-
pression in agriculture [13]. Robots and electric tractors have many advantages, including
developing precision agriculture, improving working conditions, limiting environmental
impacts, and increasing crop profitability [14]. The development of electrified off-road
vehicles, such as agricultural electric vehicles, is still in the initial stages, but it attracts
interest among researchers and industry. Although progress has been made in wheel
loaders and other industrial vehicles [15], tractors and agricultural mobile robots have
not received enough attention. Machinery electrification has several advantages, such as
easier control in sensor integration, active navigation, and task applications, compared to
traditional types. Moreover, renewable energy contributes to the supply of energy needed
with lower emissions to take the electric vehicle one step further.

This paper outlines some of the latest achievements in agricultural electric vehicles
and robots driven by renewable energy resources in the line of autonomous hybrid electric
off-road vehicles. The primary purpose is to discuss the challenges of agricultural electric
vehicles and robots in incorporating alternative renewable energy sources and highlight
related opportunities for future agriculture. Furthermore, emerging digital technologies are
investigated to understand their applicability in hybrid electric autonomous vehicles for
agricultural applications. The innovation of this work could be a survey on the challenges
and opportunities ahead in the possibility of integrating new technologies, such as robotics,
artificial intelligence, blockchain, and renewable energy sources, including hydrogen, for
future agricultural electric vehicles.

The structure of this article is as follows. A brief historical review and a general
description of the concept of Agriculture 5.0 can be found in Section 2. A literature review on
research and development in the agricultural sector, which includes robotics, autonomous
electric vehicles, hybrid electric powertrain, on-site energy production, and available
sources of renewable energies, is presented in Section 3. Recent enabling and future
digital technologies are described in Section 4. Section 5 discusses research challenges and
potential opportunities in the context of Agriculture 5.0. Finally, a summary of findings is
given in Section 6.

2. From Traditional Agricultural Practices to Smart Farming and Agriculture 5.0

Population growth forces farmers to change their farm management methods to
meet the growing demand for high-quality foods. Figure 1 shows the roadmap for the
agricultural revolution. The traditional agricultural practice from ancient times to the late
19th century, when farmers relied heavily on indigenous tools for cultivation, is called
Agriculture 1.0 [16]. Such peasant farming required much manual labor, but productivity
was very low. Taking advantage of the first Industrial Revolution around 1784–1870,
agricultural production increased in the early 20th century, when farmers used many
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types of machinery to increase food production and reduce manual labor forces, called
Agriculture 2.0 [17].

1754 1870 1959 Today Future

Traditional Agriculture
1.0

Indigenous tool 
Manual work 
Animal power 

Mechanization
2.0

Tractors 
Agricultural machinery 
Fertilizers
Pesticides 

Automation
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Monitoring 
Global positioning system
Variable rate applications

Information technology
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Thrust worthy food supply 
Ubiquitous sensing 
IoT 

Smart Agriculture
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Robotic and autonomous 
vehicles
Artificial intelligence 
Block-chain, Cyber-security
IoE, Fog computing
Virtual and augmented reality
Clean energy 

Level of autonomy and efficiency 

Environmental footprint 

Figure 1. Development roadmap for the agricultural revolution from Agriculture 1.0 to Agriculture
5.0 [17].

Further development of embedded systems, software development, and communica-
tion technology have further improved the automation capabilities of production plants.
These above developments led to the next agricultural revolution, known as Agriculture
3.0. Green renewable energies such as solar power and wind power were also considered
in the production process. Additionally, information technology through yield monitor-
ing, variable rate applications, and farm guidance systems also help to explore precision
agriculture [18]. It is expanding due to the availability of large amounts of data due to
the growing agricultural knowledge system. This new philosophy focused on agricultural
data is expressed in several terms: Agriculture 4.0 and Digital Farming [19]. As a result,
precision agriculture principles have been introduced, where producers use systems that
generate data on their farms that are processed to make appropriate strategic and oper-
ational decisions. Encouragingly, the application of Industry 4.0 technologies to tackle
the COVID-19 pandemic is presented in [20]. However, it seems that the current level of
technology in agriculture could not respond to the food demands, increasing trends, and
existing challenges around the world. For instance, food prices have risen during the pan-
demic situation. Therefore, it is necessary to use new and innovative sustainable methods to
enhance farming efficiency and productivity while considering other environmental issues.

The intended progress in agricultural robotics aims to overcome the challenges posed
by population growth, the acceleration of urbanization, the high competitiveness of high-
quality products, the shortage of resources and skilled workers, and environmental protec-
tion. In short, the four preceding industrial revolutions have gradually changed the shape
of agricultural activities. Traditional labor-intensive agriculture needs to be replaced by
autonomous robotic farming, which works in an environmentally friendly procedure in
sustainable ways. Therefore, the agricultural sector is undergoing a transformation driven
by new technologies that appear to be highly promising to enable this primary sector to
reach the next level of farm productivity and profitability. Additionally, young people in
wealthy countries such as the US and Canada are looking for employment opportunities in
urban areas because agricultural jobs are considered “hardworking” and unprofitable [21].
As a result, farmers are looking for new ways to automate their operations. One solution to
this labor shortage is the use of agricultural robots with integrated artificial intelligence
(AI) capabilities.

As mentioned above, precision agriculture consisting of the necessary components
further improves the management efficiency of agricultural companies by adding a digital
system that enhances the knowledge of producers. Based on the literature, there is a
distinction between precision agriculture and Agriculture 4.0. Precision agriculture is often
associated with field variability and specific analytical and technological issues, such as
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applying agricultural inputs in areas with the highest production potential. On the other
hand, Agriculture 4.0 goes beyond field variability analysis to manage farms based on
in-depth knowledge of specific contexts and situations, aimed to create a value chain that
fully integrates and engages technologies and agricultural processes [22].

Moreover, if this process contains a robot structure with AI algorithms on the system,
the overall concept is called Agriculture 5.0 [23]. This concept means that the farm follows
precision agriculture principles and uses equipment that includes unmanned operations
and autonomous decision support systems.

3. Research and Development in the Agricultural Sector

The move to Agriculture 5.0 will be on the agenda of most major farm tool and
autonomous equipment manufacturers for the next decade. The agricultural robot is taking
farming practices to a new phase by turning them into brighter, energy-independent, and
energy-efficient tools and adapting their performance for complex tasks. Accordingly,
farmers could tackle the challenge of high energy prices and labor shortages.

In addition to utilizing different robotic systems and the electrification of agricultural vehi-
cles, on-site renewable energy production could be a potential strategy for efficiency enhance-
ment and energy independence to provide the needed power as a future-oriented approach.

Research has already received considerable attention in designing independent energy
ecosystems, including on-site hydrogen production and photovoltaic farms and even
photovoltaic-powered agricultural monitoring robots [24]. The following sections describe
green technologies that could be essential in the sustainable development of autonomous
robotic vehicles in agriculture.

3.1. Current Applications and Trends in Agricultural Robots

Robots are well used in industrial applications such as material processing, transporta-
tion, and quality control inspection. Many agricultural robots have been proposed and
developed, bringing automation and intelligence to agricultural machinery. Agricultural
robots are self-contained machines used to improve efficiency and yield performance,
reduce reliance on labor, and improve overall productivity [25]. Lightweight robots can
reduce the soil damage produced by heavy agricultural machinery [26]. Moreover, robots
utilized in farm applications should be no heavier than human workers because this sit-
uation could increase soil damage. Small and lightweight robots should also be cheaper
and more affordable, to increase the presence of robots on farms. Recently, several research
articles have been presented regarding the development of small robots. In [27], a mobile
robotic platform is used to carry a multi-sensor platform to perform ground mapping.
The terrain information is critical to improve the operation of robots since it can be used
to improve the robot’s control, increase fuel efficiency, and reduce soil compaction effects.
Moreover, an automatic terrain estimation and classification system that can be used for
self-driving small robots was presented in [28]. Since small and lightweight robots have
several advantages over heavier robots, such as reducing soil damage and better mobility
among crops, more research about this type of agricultural robot is needed [29].

Agricultural robots are generally equipped with sensors or actuators for a wide
range of tasks, such as weed control, sowing and planting, aerial data collection, field
mapping [27], fertilization and irrigation, intercropping work, treatment, soil analysis,
and environmental protection monitoring. The use of automatic equipment and robot in
agriculture is the most obvious, and there are many success stories in robot agriculture.
The Canadian Institute for Advanced Research (CIFAR) reported that agricultural robotics
would become a mainstream technology by 2020 and be widely adopted and applied on
future farms [30]. Consulting firms and research institutes have made market forecasts
for agricultural robotics. According to Statista [31], shipments of agricultural robots will
increase to 594,000 in 2024, with sales rising from USD 3 billion in 2015 to USD 74.5 billion
in 2024.
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Agricultural robotics can overcome restrictions such as low productivity and inten-
sive manual labor. Robots can perform tasks that humans cannot perform due to harsh
conditions, such as environmental monitoring and control, crop monitoring, and care and
treatment. In addition, the use of robots in agriculture could reduce operating costs and
farming lead times [17]. Another reason to use agricultural robots is to improve food
quality and productivity and reduce labor costs and working hours. Market demand and
better technology will enable researchers to develop agricultural robots for more purposes,
including vegetable and fruit harvesting, with higher accuracy and productivity.

The literature shows that various technologies are already used in the research of
agricultural robots around the world. For instance, recent review presented in [21] reveals
that 37% of robotic systems are 4WD, and 22.06% are used in weeding tasks. Moreover, 50%
use cameras, 20% RTK/GNSS/INS, and 16% LiDAR as the main sensors for navigation.
Australian and US companies and research institutes design 17% and 14% of agricultural
robots, respectively. In the near future, the integration of many new technologies such as
engineering, computer vision, AI, and control systems in the agricultural robotics sector
will facilitate the advent of autonomous system architectures. The autonomous concept in
agriculture will allow the opportunity to develop a new range of agricultural equipment
based on small intelligent machines that can perform many tasks accurately and in an
environmentally friendly way. For instance, smart tractors [32] could work together to
generate operational routes and intelligently avoid field obstacles to ensure the safety of
both farmland and people. The robotic cultivator [33] can distinguish between weeds and
crops by computer vision and apply the herbicide accurately only to the weeds. Harvesting
robots [34] help farmers to collect various products more efficiently. Finally, autonomous
robots in agriculture also contribute to livestock, such as automatic feeding, milking,
and grazing.

3.2. Design Architecture of Autonomous Agricultural Robots

Future agricultural robots and vehicles are considered to work independently and au-
tonomously. The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) defined six levels of autonomous
driving in vehicular applications [35]:

• Level 0—No Driving Automation or Manual Driving: the driver is entirely responsible
and permanently carries out all aspects of the driving task.

• Level 1—Driver Assistance System: the driver can perform steering, accelerating,
or braking. In this approach, the system performs one of the driving tasks.

• Level 2—Partial Driving Automation: the driver must permanently monitor the
system, where several tasks might be performed with the automation system.

• Level 3—Conditional Driving Automation:the driver can turn attention away from
the road in certain situations but must always be ready to take complete control. This
system can control the vehicle autonomously on defined routes.

• Level 4—High Driving Automation: the driver can transfer complete control to the
system and devote himself to other activities while taking control at any time. This
system could perform all driving tasks.

• Level 5—Full Driving Automation: no driver needed means that the system controls
the vehicle autonomously under all conditions.

Consequently, various automation systems for agricultural vehicles have been proposed
and introduced. Currently, there are four categories of autonomous and semi-autonomous
agricultural vehicles [14]:

• Vehicles with driver assistance: Vehicles with various driver assistance tools such as
markers, safety sensors, and indicators. This reduces the complexity and increases the
efficiency of field use.

• Vehicles with automatic steering: Vehicles with automatic steering, such as tractors
and other farm vehicles. The driver controls other tasks, such as object avoidance,
safety, vehicle detection, turning at the end of the line, and other non-automated tasks.
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• Vehicles with supervised autonomy: Vehicles that function in supervised autonomy
employ vehicle-to-vehicle technology and have a wireless connection between two or
more vehicles to share data [36]. The vehicle in front (with the operator) determines
the speed and direction, which is sent to the other self-driving vehicles to be imitated.

• Unmanned vehicles: Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) are fully autonomous ma-
chines with an array of sensors that enable them to respond to obstacles and unforeseen
circumstances on the farm.

Modern autonomous vehicles use specific sensors such as data acquisition devices
to monitor environmental variables and vehicle status. The collected data are sent to the
fusion algorithm to predict the next variable state, and finally, the actuator is controlled by
the control algorithm. Autonomous vehicles in agriculture use GPS technology to track
the path of a vehicle. In addition, this allows the reception of accurate map data over the
Internet (e.g., precision planting, variable rate applications, or yield monitoring). Various
multispectral imaging devices and LiDAR sensors were installed and used to monitor and
generate images of trees and plants [37]. Subsequently, automated machinery in agriculture
has specific technical requirements. Unlike the industry, it can be challenging to automate
these applications fully. Agricultural robots and vehicles are exposed to highly dynamic
environments, but they are expected to touch accurately, feel, and manipulate crops and
environments [38]; thus, increasing efficiency and minimizing impact should be prioritized.

Some industrial robot platforms are available with high precision and speed [39].
Nonetheless, their application in agriculture is limited due to an unstructured environment
and the uncertain tasks that present significant challenges. On the one hand, the demand
for fruit and vegetable cultivation in the off-season requires various aspects of automation
and robotics in closed-field crop production environments such as greenhouses [39]. On the
other hand, field robots should work in dynamic, complex, and uncertain environments to
function efficiently under real conditions. This is much more sophisticated than an indus-
trial robot that picks and places huge bolts on the assembly line. Despite the importance
of automation in agriculture, it faces more restrictions than industries; some of them are
as follows:

• Dependence on the type of operation (greenhouse, small or large open fields);
• Environmental conditions that can affect sensor observations (rain, fog, dust, tempera-

ture, moisture, radiance);
• Changing conditions of workspace (spread and large workspaces);
• Ground surface conditions and characteristics can change unexpectedly;
• Plants should be protected from damage (e.g., by navigation errors or operation mistakes);
• Design of system should be optimized in performance and cost [40].

It should be noted that the farm environment, in some cases, such as orchard gardens
and greenhouses, is more straightforward than one of the urban autonomous vehicles on
public roads. In such cases, field dimensions and fieldsets are well defined, as are areas that
are or need to be planted for a particular product. In addition, boundaries and obstacles
are defined, and transit areas are approved for vehicles.

3.3. Research Trends in Autonomous Agricultural Vehicles

Researchers are now looking to achieve fully autonomous agricultural vehicles. Agri-
cultural vehicle and robotic research ranges from automated harvesting with professional
manipulators and innovative grippers integrated into a custom-designed mobile platform
to autonomous target spraying for pest control [41]. Most of the recent literature published
in this research area includes visual-based control, advanced image processing techniques,
gripper designs for automatic harvesting of valuable crops, terrain assessment using vehi-
cle modeling [28,42], and navigation for field robot development. Moreover, agricultural
robots’ impacts, ethics, and policy points of view are studied in [26], where the social,
environmental, and economic benefits of robots in agriculture are highlighted.

Some design guidelines and parameters for plant care robots have been evaluated
in [43]. The results show that design parameters such as work capacity, function, damage,
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economy, environment, renewable energy use, weight, and attractiveness are essential.
According to [44], the most common sensors employed in autonomous farm vehicles can
be categorized into three classes:
Motion measurement including odometry (from driven wheels or from separate odometry
wheels) and inertia sensors (accelerometers and gyroscope);
Artificial landmarks using laser positioning and millimeter-wave radar; and
Local feature detection using sonar and computer vision.

The autonomous agricultural vehicle navigation systems use typically some of the
following base algorithms [45]:

• Neural networks and genetic algorithms;
• Fuzzy logic control;
• Dead reckoning algorithms;
• Image processing;
• Statistical-based engineering algorithms; and
• Kalman filters.

A specific architecture called RHEA has been proposed and developed in [40]. This
work included robot design and control, WiFi communication, and software interfaces for
human users. However, the authors recognized the need to reduce agricultural robots’ size,
complexity, and cost.

Many researchers and companies work on agricultural robots in various applications
for research purposes, and some commercial robot systems [46–48]. Such applications
include solar-powered systems for weed control robots, targeted spraying robots, compact
robots for inspection and data collection, harvesting robots, and robots for recognition
and operation in greenhouses. Other applications of agricultural robots are crop scouting,
phenotype determination, milking, and sorting. Most of the robots in agricultural applica-
tions are still in the prototype stage. Recent studies about agricultural robots [49,50] and
UGVs [11] present the evolution from early attempts to the latest developed prototypes.
They highlight that if agricultural robots are efficiently included and implemented, they
can play a key function in lowering manufacturing costs, growing productiveness and
quality, and allowing custom-designed plant and crop remedies.

In addition to autonomous agricultural robots, some researchers and engineers have
developed unmanned tractors. Most of them adopted an industrial farming style, all
known in advance, where the machine could fully function in a predefined way, similar
to a production line. Early prototypes with guidewire control systems date back to the
1950s and 1960s [14]. In the 1980s, combining computers and image sensors opened up the
possibility of computer vision-based guidance systems. In the mid-1980s, Michigan State
University and Texas A&M University researchers investigated a computer vision guidance
approach [51]. The Claas autonomous navigation system offers Cam Pilot steering and 3D
computer vision tracking features [52]. This idea could be of interest as the need for more
efficient vehicles is increasing, and some field operations may be fully automated thanks
to autonomous technology. However, they have not entirely succeeded in their mission
because they cannot reflect the complexity of the real world.

Future research on autonomous agricultural vehicles involves the development of
electrified powertrain systems, improved guidance system accuracy, and safe operations
related to machine, environment, and human interactions. Furthermore, from the long-term
point of view, the electrification of the agricultural vehicle seems to be a more important
step for robotic and smart farming in the context of Agriculture 5.0.

3.4. Overview of Agricultural Vehicle Electrification

International emission regulations force the industry and scientific community to
explore new alternative powertrain solutions for off-road vehicles. A more efficient and
less polluting machine is essential. Today, some manufacturers in the agricultural sector are
also developing new electrical solutions that enable both emission regulation compliance
and increased overall productivity by introducing higher levels of automation. Due to
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recent regulations on pollutant emissions, off-road equipment manufacturers are working
on research and development to meet stringent limits. Therefore, alternatives have been
considered to solve the emission problem in recent years. In this direction, electric and
hybrid vehicles have proven to be viable alternative solutions.

Electrification of agricultural drive systems leads to improved overall efficiency, perfor-
mance, productivity, and flexibility [14]. One of the benefits of using electrical accessories
such as radiator fans, water pumps, and air conditioner compressors to separate traditional
mechanically driven components from the engine is the potential reduction of parasitic loss
and fuel consumption [53]. In addition, overall agricultural performance can be improved
by improving operator comfort and machine performance. Another advantage of electrical
accessories is the flexibility of the tractor’s component arrangement to improve power
take-off (PTO) load response, enhance transport acceleration, and increase productivity [54].

Electrified agricultural propulsion systems have some direct and indirect benefits.
Besides the emission reduction potential of the electrified powertrain in agricultural ve-
hicles, there are some further advantages to their use for various tasks in farming. Such
advantages include more accurate controllability than conventional tractors, making more
comfortable and productive farming possible [14], and lower maintenance costs and fewer
moving components, reducing repair costs. All the mentioned advantages could facilitate
the development of an autonomous agricultural electric vehicle.

Based on the literature, there are three main types of green electric vehicles [55]:
battery electric, hybrid electric, and fuel cell electric. Each concept has some advantages
and disadvantages. For example, a battery electric vehicle has a limited battery lifetime,
long recharging time, high cost, environmental emissions related to battery production,
and limited recharging infrastructure. These limitations would be more drastic in off-road
vehicles, such as tractors, which usually require more energy in a short time [56]. Thus,
hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) have been proposed as an interim solution to interact with
this technological and sustainable development. An HEV uses at least two energy sources
to increase driveline efficiency. The basic benefits of vehicle powertrain hybridization
are downsizing engines by running the internal combustion engine (ICE) at maximum
efficiency, eliminating idle fuel consumption by turning off the engine (stop-and-go),
and recovering energy during deceleration, the aim of the regenerative braking system.
Using an electric or hybrid propulsion system makes it possible to use small electric
actuators that consume less power and can apply treatment to small areas using unmanned
robots [57]. These new technologies based on clean energy sources can significantly reduce
air pollutants and greenhouse gases. Alternating the ICE and introducing an alternative
electrical energy storage system allows small agricultural tractors to run large machines.
Such a distributed system is important, particularly in precision agriculture. Although
some progress has been made in construction vehicles, farming tractors and mobile robots
have started receiving attention [15]. Nevertheless, there is no in-depth analysis concerning
the designing and developing approaches for off-road agricultural applications. We have
to highlight that the electrification of agricultural vehicles is still in the early stages.

3.5. Research Trends in Agricultural Vehicles

As mentioned before, the electric propulsion of agricultural machinery has three
main applications: tractors, equipment, and agricultural robots. Usually, a tractor is a
multipurpose machine used to pull trailers and run attachable tools that do not have their
own power unit. Today, almost all agricultural vehicles use an ICE powered by gasoline or
diesel [58]. Off-road vehicles with ICE can attain low efficiency and offer reliability with
trustable attributes in maintenance and replacements. On the other hand, electric vehicles
can attain comparatively high efficiency and less mileage with feasible maintenance and
replacements. Hybrid configurations for agricultural vehicles can be a solution to increase
productivity and allow them to operate all day without the concern of the battery charging
present in some electric solutions [55], especially when there is poor access to electric
infrastructure for battery charging on the farm.
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In an HEV, electrical and electronic components are integrated into the mechanical
system to supply power to other propulsion units. The proper combination of powertrain
components allows for many powertrain topologies. Based on the literature, generally, there
are three main possible topologies: pure electric, series hybrid, and parallel hybrid [59].
Hybrid electric architectures in construction, handling, and agriculture machines have
been studied in [60]. Based on this study, there are a few electrified architectures for
agricultural vehicles. For instance, an example of a hybrid architecture is the diesel-electric
four-wheel-drive (4WD) architecture for the RigiTrac EWD 120 tractor from a project of the
Technical University of Dresden [60]. Regarding powertrain hybridization concepts in the
literature, the series hybrid concept is more commonly used in high traction and heavy
load applications such as tractors, and the parallel hybrid approach is widely used in the
automobile industry.

The timeline for a well-known commercial hybrid electric tractor in agriculture is
shown in Figure 2. For example, in 1954, the International Harvester introduced the
Farmall 400 tractor to support electric farming equipment and accessories. Interestingly,
the world’s first fuel cell vehicle was a tractor manufactured by Allis Chalmer in 1959. It
featured 1008 individual alkaline fuel cells connected to 112 nine-cell units located in four
banks, producing enough power to drive a 20 hp DC motor. In this regard, an FC tractor
concept called NH2 was released by New Holland Co. in 2009. The fuel cell NH2 produces
approximately 106 horsepower, allows farmers to reduce the cost of purchasing fossil fuels,
and increases autonomy [14].
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implement 
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tractor
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Figure 2. Historical timeline of some commercial hybrid electric tractors in agriculture [14].

All-electric tractors have been introduced by several manufacturers recently. In 2016,
John Deere unveiled an all-electric prototype of the 6R SESAM that is equipped with two
electric motors that drive the gearbox and PTO [61]. The onboard battery pack is said to
withstand four hours of mixed work. The Fendt company unveiled the e100 Vario as the
first all-electric special tractor [62]. A single electric motor is used to drive both the rear
and front axles (if all-wheel drive is required). The system runs on a 100 kWh battery and,
according to the manufacturer, lasts all day on a single charge. Some known companies
have developed and introduced autonomous guided tractors and agricultural machinery
with local and global sensors in row crops and orchards. For instance, John Deere’s
concept offers an auto-steering vehicle with a farm management system that reduces driver
mistakes and overtaking, resulting in improved fuel efficiency. Other companies, such as
Case New Holland (CNH), offer similar systems. In 2020, ELMEC introduced the fully
electric self-driving tractor robot ERION.

Recently, some tractor manufacturers have adapted their equipment to operate on
alternative fuels such as electricity and biofuels, solar panels, and hydrogen FC. However,
technical information on these prototypes is not available to the public. Therefore, this
section’s focus will be on future electric drives. Some research has focused on other
sustainable green energy sources, such as biofuels and solar energy, to replace traditional
fossil fuels in agricultural vehicles, with direct benefits for the environment and society [63].
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The research results show that a hybrid electric multifunction tractor produced around
17% less emission than comparable diesel-powered tractors. One should highlight that the
high life cycle costs of electric tractors are due to the vehicle’s battery and its replacement
costs (around 52% of the total price). As mentioned above, due to the low durability of
the battery and the long charging time, the ability of off-road electric vehicles to gain a
long-term market presence is diminished [64]. These properties limit the use of a purely
electric powertrain in tractors that require large amounts of energy in a short period.

Another alternative energy resource to batteries is hydrogen fuel cells. Unlike batteries
that require a long recharging time, hydrogen fuel cells operate if hydrogen fuel is available
in the tank, and it can be recharged as quickly as the gasoline tank at a refuelling station [65].
A comparison of battery electric vehicles, hydrogen FC electric vehicles, and hydrogen FC
plug-in hybrid vehicles is presented in [66]. This research work reveals that battery electric
and hydrogen FC plug-in hybrid vehicles have similar life cycle costs. The life cycle costs
of the electric vehicles mentioned are higher than those of internal combustion engines;
however, they could be reduced by 2030. In this regard, in [57], the authors investigated the
possibility of fuel cell hybrid powertrains for an agricultural tractor. The results showed
that the fuel cell system still suffers from disadvantages such as limited lifetime, high cost,
hydrogen storage issues, and inaccessibility of infrastructure. However, they can reduce
fuel consumption by almost one third compared to diesel engine vehicles with conventional
power sources [55]. From previous findings, using various sources of alternative renewable
energies in agricultural vehicles could be one solution to the farm’s energy demand increase.

3.6. On-Farm Renewable Energy Production and Availability

Renewable energy is widely used in various industries, and agriculture is one of the
most promising applications in the near future. Farms usually are far from the fuel stations,
especially in developing countries. Therefore, providing fuels for agricultural vehicles
might increase the farming costs. In this case, an independent on-site renewable energy
supply system can offer a significant opportunity to provide the farm’s required energy
or promote energy to the nearby community, even selling electricity to the local network.
Moreover, this may assist in the performance enhancement and decrease the dependency on
fossil fuels and present distributed electricity generation. Renewable energy resources seem
of tremendous significance for the fulfilment of electric-powered vehicles in agriculture,
especially for regions far away from the fueling stations [67]. Moreover, renewable electrical
energy can be combined with wireless power transfer (WPT) technology to ensure the
energy supply of outdoor sensors [68]. Distributed or dynamic WPT can be extended to
robots and agricultural vehicles to reduce the size of embedded energy storage. Regarding
the mentioned potentials, on-site renewable energy production and agricultural powertrain
electrification are more promising methods in future agriculture.

• Solar energy: for heating or photovoltaic electricity production, this is farms’ primary
renewable energy source. Solar energy can be used in agriculture in various ways,
including power generation, pumping, heating, and crop drying. Key benefits include
its wide availability and low cost. However, due to the intermittent nature of the solar
system and its low energy density, other auxiliary energy resources such as batteries
are usually needed to provide short-term continuous energy [47].

• Small wind power: small wind turbines are other potential renewable energy sources
for agriculture. However, their utilization is limited by the wind energy potential that
depends on the mean wind speed. This source has a highly stochastic behavior; thus,
it needs energy storage for proper integration.

• Biofuels and biomass: there are primary resources abundant in farms that can be used
for generating biofuels. They include agricultural waste from product residues, food
waste, and forest bioenergy resources. These materials can be used to produce other
green energy sources, such as biodiesel, bioethanol, biomass pellets, and bio-methane
gas [69]. Ethanol as a biofuel is generated from sugar-wealthy vegetation through
a fermentation process [70]. Biodiesel can also be produced from renewable oils,
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together with animal fats and seed oil [71]. In addition, biogas is produced through
the anaerobic digestion of vegetation and waste [72].

• Micro-hydro power: this is a potential renewable energy source for agriculture that
could offer controllable electricity production. We must emphasize that small dams
with turbines were one of the first options for mechanical force generation (e.g., mills)
and electricity production in the agricultural sector.

Hydrogen as energy vector: hydrogen is being promoted as a potential fuel and
energy vector, as indicated by subsidized programs from several government agencies
worldwide. Hydrogen can be produced from various primary energy carriers using var-
ious techniques. Approximately half of hydrogen is produced by thermal catalysts and
gasification processes that use natural gas as the primary source. There are several ways to
generate hydrogen from solar energy [73]. Electrolysis, which could use electricity from
renewable energy sources such as solar energy, is the most commonly proposed method for
breaking down water into hydrogen and oxygen. New technologies for converting organic
materials to fuel, e.g., to produce hydrogen, are available. These include the cultivation
of cyanobacteria or microalgae and thermochemical or fermentation processes. Biomass
gasification, for instance, is the fastest and cheapest way to produce sustainable renewable
hydrogen [74]. However, more research is needed on many issues, such as transfer and
processing techniques for producing hydrogen from biomass. Artificial photosynthesis is
another promising concept. Several studies have been conducted to mimic the enzymatic
processes that green plants use to capture sunlight and break down water molecules into
oxygen and hydrogen. Therefore, environmentally friendly hydrogen could be a future
option for using hybrid power systems in agriculture. However, there are still many chal-
lenges in producing hydrogen from renewable energy on energy-independent farms and
using it in future eco-friendly vehicles, such as economic and technical problems.

Figure 3 shows a schematic ecosystem of an energy-independent farm. This schema
suggests that all renewable energy sources could be converted to electricity. Then, this
energy could be used on other electrified devices such as sensors, vehicles, and robots.
The energy produced using renewable sources may be stored in batteries for a short time
and hydrogen tanks for long-term storage. Depending on the application, the electricity
conversion can be bypassed, and the source can be used directly to produce mechanical or
thermal energy.

Hydro-power

Wind 

Solar 

Electricity
Waste and 

organic residues

Batteries Hydrogen

Biomass and biofuels

Tractors and 
agricultural robots 

Heating process 

Mechanical process 

Farm ecosystem

Figure 3. The schematic vision of an energy-independent farm ecosystem.

4. Technologies Enabling Agriculture 5.0

Agriculture stands to gain more benefits from technology than many other industries.
Agriculture is essential to the lives of individuals, farmers, and society. Therefore, everyone
benefits from the fact that academia and industry introduce new technologies to optimize
agricultural processes. The integration of such technologies provides the opportunity to
promote the basis for intelligent and automated agriculture. As summarized in Table 1,
the following technologies and methods may be used in current and future research trends
in the Agriculture 5.0 context.
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• Agricultural Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs): UAVs, popularly known as drones,
are airborne systems controlled remotely by a human operator or operate autonomously
by an onboard computer. UAVs are widely used in agriculture [75], industry, and com-
merce. The labor-saving and high-efficiency characteristics of UAVs are in line with
the development goals of Agriculture 5.0. For instance, UAVs are used in crop spray-
ing, photography, mapping, and surveying applications. Research on agricultural
UAVs focuses primarily on crop protection measures, field monitoring, plant pollina-
tion, and herd placement [75,76]. UAVs for agricultural applications include electric
multi-rotor UAVs, fixed-wing UAVs, and single-rotor UAVs. Today, electric multirotor
UAVs boast a significant market share due to their low cost, low failure rate, ease of
operation, and environmental protection.

• Fifth- or Sixth-Generation of Communication (5G and 6G): 5G and 6G are next-
generation wireless communication technologies with high-frequency electromag-
netic waves and low-latency characteristics [77]. These networks offer faster data
transmission speeds and better throughput than previous wireless communication
technologies, providing device communications, user-side AI algorithms, distributed
fault diagnostic methods, and complex security strategies, which might be applicable
in agriculture [78].

• Internet of Everything (IoE): While the Internet of Things (IoT) focuses primarily on
sensor-based smart facility machine-to-machine communication, the IoE aims to serve
people through the IoT. The IoT represents a physical object with sensors, processing
capabilities, software, and other technologies connecting and exchanging data with
other devices and systems over the Internet or other communication networks [79,80].
In agriculture, IoT can be used in autonomous agricultural equipment, robots, UAVs,
livestock and water management systems, and remote sensors combined with data
analysis tools to monitor crops and fields to help farmers in farm management to save
time and money.

• Data Analysis: This technology uses detailed surveying and data processing methods
(machine learning, statistical analysis, and big data) to extract useful information [81].
Technologies based on artificial intelligence can play an important role in agriculture
with modeling and inference capabilities, helping us to understand all the data avail-
able [82]. Artificial intelligence could be used for deep learning, neural networks,
fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms, and expert systems. Artificial intelligence can analyze
big data, select valuable information, and provide unique systems to improve agricul-
tural productivity [83]. Many researchers are studying AI technology and its multiple
applications [84]. In agriculture, the main research on AI includes intelligent robots
based on machine learning models and computer vision technologies for agricultural
tasks such as seeding and harvesting [85]. In addition, some researchers are working
on monitoring using computer vision technology and deep learning algorithms to
analyze soil health and crop condition data [86].

• Fog and Edge Computing: Fog computing is a computing paradigm that reduces
communication latency by moving cloud computing equipment and services to access
networks. Edge computing technology significantly reduces traffic and lag by deploy-
ing artificial intelligence algorithms on devices rather than cloud servers [87]. As a
result, based on the technologies mentioned above, manual operation is replaced by
intelligent machinery and decision-making systems that contribute to an intelligent
agricultural context [88]. An example of a mobile edge-computing-based Internet of
Agricultural Things application is shown in [89].

• Blockchain: A blockchain is a system that records information in ways that make
changes, hacks, or cheats difficult or impossible [90]. The blockchain has the potential
to help farmers in many aspects, including insurance, finance, product traceability,
and security [91]. These technologies could be helpful in the agricultural market for
purposes such as distributed ledgers and smart contracts. It permits eliminating coun-
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terfeiting in production and supply chains, bringing healthier products to consumers,
and building trust among business players [92].

• Software-Defined Networking (SDN): Software-defined networking is called a central-
ized control network. Custom virtualization and programming perform routing and
control separately, adding flexibility and reliability to network management [93]. Re-
cently, multi-domain SDNs that control large networks have become a hot topic in new
concepts such as smart agriculture and renewable energy system management [94].
This technology can effectively simplify and manage heterogeneous networks with
various devices.

• Virtual, Augmented, and Mixed Reality (VR, AR, and MR): VR is a simulation experi-
ence that is similar to or completely different from the real world. AR is a technology
that overlays virtual objects in the real world. Mixed reality is a blend of physical and
digital worlds, unlocking natural and intuitive 3D human, computer, and environ-
mental interactions [95]. Although VR is widely used as an educational method in
the industry, few studies have been done on VR for agriculture purposes for farmers’
education simulation [96] and technical training in the maintenance of agricultural
machinery [97]. Both VR and AR technologies contribute to the automation and intel-
ligence of Agriculture 5.0. For example, farmers can remotely and accurately control
agricultural robots through VR, AR, or MR devices from the control center or home.

• Cybersecurity: Cybersecurity is a technology, process, and control application protect-
ing systems, networks, programs, devices, and data from cyberattacks. As a critical
sector, smart agriculture increasingly relies on digital systems to work efficiently; the
threat of large-scale cyberattacks is increasing; therefore, protecting these systems
from attacks is a vital issue [79,98]. Cybersecurity can be divided into five domains:
critical infrastructure security, application security, network security, cloud security,
and IoT security [99].

• Additive Manufacturing and 3D printing: 3D printing is revolutionizing the manufac-
turing industry [100]; it can also bring some benefits to agriculture. Specifically, 3D
printing can be used in agriculture for manufacturing tools, urban agriculture, scale
models, spare parts, and indoor gardening.
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Table 1. Enabling technologies on the road to Agriculture 5.0 context [79].

Enabling Technology Type Characteristics Key Application in Agriculture Research Challenge

UAVs Airborne system, aerial
vehicle

Remote control system, on-board
computer, flying above objects,

labor saving, and high efficiency

Autonomous farming, aerial
spraying, monitoring, photography,

farm mapping, and surveying

Limit working time due to battery limitation, limit
performance in windy and poor weather conditions, flying

restriction of drones in many countries

5G and 6G
Wireless

communication
technologies

Fast data transportation, large data
quantity, low latency

Device communications, user-side
AI algorithms, distributed fault

diagnostic methods

Network infrastructure is not available in all regions,
with spectrum availability and implementation issues;

currently, it is expensive and has security concerns

IoE & IoT Information carrier

Providing services to people by
connecting physical objects (IoT)

and everything (IoE), low
communication cost and latency,

sensor-based smart facility

Precision farming, autonomous
agricultural equipment, robots and

UAVs, livestock and water
management systems, remote

sensing, smart greenhouse

Professional agricultural sensors, wireless power
transferring and ambient energy harvesting, cross-media

and cross-technology communication, robust wireless
networks, intelligent action

Data analysis Data summarizing and
information extraction

Mathematical computation or
statical analysis, computer-based

techniques, machine learning

Agricultural robot, computer vision
technologies, agricultural decision

support system, mobile agricultural
expert system, agricultural

predictive analytics

Hard to find single standard solution, gap between
farmers and AI researchers, distributed secure machine

learning, technical and social issues with big data

Blockchain A specific type of
database

Secure and unique, difficult to
change or hack

Smart contracts, insurance and
finance, product traceability and

supply chains, cybersecurity

Interoperability, scalability, energy consumption, security
and privacy

SDN Network architecture
Centralized control network,

flexibility and reliability in network
management

Smart agriculture, renewable energy
system management, automatic

husbandry farming

Controller placement, scalability, performance, security,
interoperability, and reliability

VR, AR, and MR Simulation system Virtually and augmented
information technologies

Farming education, design and
maintenance of agricultural

machinery, remote control of robots

High cost, not enough available tools and software,
interoperability, and reliability

Cybersecurity Security tool Evaluation of security, protecting
from cyberattacks

Infrastructure security, application
security, network security, cloud

security, IoT security

Lack of knowledge of the cyberattacks, lack of up-to-date
infrastructure for cyberattacks, security vacuum in robots’

and autonomous vehicles’ software and hardware

3D printing Manufacturing method
Ease of developing complex

structures, cost reduction, flexible
design and production

Manufacturing tools, urban
agriculture, 3D food printing

Time-consuming for production, limited in part size and
performance, require modeling and other skills
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5. Research Challenges and Opportunities

As mentioned previously, the agricultural sector is crucial for human survival, and there
are many challenges, such as population growth, increasing energy demands, and climate
change. Advances in agriculture are crucial for growing production and tackling the chal-
lenges in the coming years. In this scenario, the technological potential can be exploited
to meet the high-quality food needs of the human population, without damaging the
environment, in efficient ways.

The number of studies associated with sustainable agriculture shows that technologi-
cal adoption and environmentally friendly green solutions can develop resilient agriculture.
Agricultural production processes are now mechanized and computerized in developed
countries, but the lack of digitization and intelligence is a significant obstacle to improv-
ing automation capabilities. Large machines such as tractors and other equipment favor
agricultural monopolies, while small technologies such as robots and drones can be devel-
oped at a lower cost, with new features such as artificial intelligence to aid small farmers
in accumulating crop variability data and in precision agricultural tasks. For instance,
weeding and harvesting robots have received more attention in recent years. However,
robotics for agricultural applications have not yet reached a commercial scale, except for
some limited tasks such as milking robots and harvesting automated machines. In the case
of picking valuable fruits with robots, the technology is close to being implemented in a
commercial product in the near future [101]. In [102], the agricultural robots have been
classified based on the type of application. The results showed that navigation systems,
robot–crop interactions, and agronomy–robot fusion are scientifically important to promote
advances in agricultural robot technology. The speed and accuracy of robots for agricultural
applications are the most important issues addressing the generalization of robotic systems.
Therefore, many researchers are working on developing robot systems that can operate
faster than humans.

The complex and dynamic working environments of agricultural robots make their
design more challenging than industrial robots [29,103]. Therefore, it is required to consider
specific characteristics while developing such machines. Developing an affordable and
effective agricultural robot requires interdisciplinary cooperation in some areas, such as
agricultural engineering, computer science, mechatronics, dynamic control, machine learn-
ing, intelligent systems, sensor and instrument specialists, software designers, and system
integration [49,104]. These could be available in universities, where international networks
of scientists with different knowledge and experiences cooperate on the same projects.

5.1. Specific Features of Agricultural Green Vehicles

There are still some challenges for agricultural electric vehicles that should be solved,
including multi-power sources and multi-drive systems that make energy management
systems more complex. Moreover, there is no standard driving cycle for evaluation or a
method for component sizing. Therefore, most of the powertrains in this application are
designed based on customers’ average needs. These specific characteristics have made the
design of agricultural HEVs complicated.

The utilization of robotics, electric drives, and alternative green fuels in agricultural
vehicles and machinery offers energy efficiency and enhanced overall performance. Re-
garding the challenge and development level of the new technologies in the agricultural
sector, having a fully autonomous, robotic, energy-independent farm is not achievable
yet. However, new automated machines could perform tasks such as weeding, seeding,
and harvesting for some straightforward plants and trees in the coming years. Technologies
widely used in other industry sectors, such as machine learning, big data, blockchain,
simulation, and augmented reality, have not yet been thoroughly studied in agriculture.
The Internet of Things seems to be related to security and blockchain, highlighting that
technological advances also bring complex data security and privacy issues. Concerns
about information confidentiality and data integrity are major challenges for farmers [105].
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In high-tech scenarios, these concerns increase researchers’ and practitioners’ efforts
to find better encryption and security techniques to mitigate the risk of cyberattacks and
boost the security and privacy of their data [106]. Furthermore, other digital technologies
such as advanced communication networks, artificial intelligence, and blockchain seem to
be viable for future research in the digital farming era to evaluate innovation capabilities
to help to develop technological innovations in smart agriculture. In this sense, two
significant challenges can be considered: the first challenge is sustainability issues, such as
the continued growth of the world’s population and global warming and their negative
impact on agriculture. The second strand is associated with technical challenges, such
as mastering and adapting technical tools and guiding them in the best possible way for
optimal profits.

These challenges are revealed by technologies that are subtopics of thematic network
structures such as machine learning, deep learning, drones, cloud computing, big data,
blockchain, artificial intelligence, artificial neural networks, and computer vision [107].
Discussions related to these challenges are represented by sub-themes, such as food security,
conservation agriculture, climate change adaptation, agroforestry, vegetation indexes,
resilience, and mitigation.

Among the main challenges of digital technology, technological adoption is one of the
features and peculiarities of emerging technologies, which are often complex given small-
holder farmers’ level of technical knowledge [108]. In addition, many developing countries
have significant problems with digital infrastructure. They are gradually developing ways
to deliver digital devices and applications to smaller manufacturers at a lower cost to
improve profitability and product quality. Key challenges related to the adoption of digital
technology have been identified, mainly associated with the complexity of technologies,
agricultural culture, and their adaptation [22].

5.2. Opportunities for Research and Practice

The development of sustainable agriculture relies on various social stakeholders, such
as universities, farmers, businesses, communities, industries, and governments. The uni-
versity’s involvement is essential for research to develop methods and techniques that help
farmers to manage farms efficiently. Moreover, governmental programs and their financial
aid can support the digital transformation of agriculture, promoting the production and
consumption of sustainable products, reduction of waste, and consciousness of recycling.
Adopting the latest technologies allows the transformation of value chains into digital
ecosystems, potentially integrating businesses and stakeholders, benefiting every player
inside the ecosystem [109]. In industries, value ecosystems can directly affect economic
performance and commercial enterprise agility in agriculture. National innovation sys-
tems can help to transfer knowledge between industries and universities [110], facilitating
the development of digital innovation. As a result, the number of start-ups working in
the agricultural sector would grow. They can develop low-cost technologies to meet the
requirements of small agricultural businesses. In addition, these advanced technologies
should be cost-effective to meet most of the farmers’ demands for accurate control of
agricultural robots.

Technologies such as big data facilitate the collection and analysis of a large amount of
data. Moreover, the IoT can be used in all types of environments through its small sensors
and actuators. In addition, cybersecurity can be used to address farmers’ concerns about
privacy and security. Moreover, using green technologies such as renewable energy sources
and electrified powertrains could help in energy independency, tackle environmental issues,
and improve farming machines’ controllability. Furthermore, integrating these technologies
in agricultural robots could accelerate farming progress to enhance the net farming yield.
Overall, these approaches can facilitate the digital transformation of agriculture for farms
of different sizes in different scenarios.

Based on the literature, some of the challenges related to robotics for Agriculture 5.0
and digital farming include optimizing the driving system, object detection, reliability in a
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harsh environment, sensor optimization, and path planning to work autonomously. Major
areas for future research to improve current agricultural robotic systems could be mapping
and localization technologies, path planning and obstacle avoidance methods, sensor fusion,
computer algorithms, locomotion systems, and IoT technologies. Researchers need to find
ways to introduce these advanced technologies cost-effectively and adaptably into the field
of agricultural robots to meet farmers’ demands for accurate control of agricultural robots.

6. Conclusions

According to the agriculture sector’s challenges, such as population growth, labor
shortage, and environmental issues, additional efforts are required to feed people by in-
creasing productivity in sustainable ways in the coming years. In recent years, to tackle
this issue, significant technological progress has appeared to exploit the optimal properties
of the technology by using advanced computer technology, agricultural data, satellites,
and robots. Using robotics, electric-powered devices, and alternative green fuels in agricul-
tural vehicles and machinery offers advantages in terms of energy production and enhanced
functionality. Moreover, there is potential for the independent use of such devices in farm-
land with on-site energy production and autonomous systems. Moving to Agriculture 5.0
is on the agenda of major farm tool manufacturers for the next decade. Therefore, off-road
equipment manufacturers will play a key role in this move towards agricultural robots,
and autonomous renewable electric vehicles are considered the next smarter generation
of farm machines. This review introduced the necessity, benefits, challenges, successful
applications, and potential opportunities of using autonomous robotics, hybrid electric
drivetrains, and renewable energy sources in the agricultural sector looking towards Agri-
culture 5.0. Moreover, the following points summarize some of the specific ideas that could
be extracted from this study.

Robotics could have great potential for many uses in agriculture. In the next step,
data-driven farms integrate robotics and AI algorithms into their systems. This supports
the idea of farming in the form of digital solutions combined with robotics and artificial
intelligence, which represent the next idea for Agriculture 5.0. However, robotics for agri-
cultural applications has not yet reached a commercial scale widely, and more technological
developments are necessary for robotic control algorithms and security issues.

Autonomous smart agriculture is a pathway to highly automated farms using an
autonomous robotic system in Agriculture 5.0. It could help to reduce costs and make
farm operations more comfortable to manage in all situations, day and night. This is a
step towards an intelligent agricultural system. However, future research on autonomous
agricultural vehicles should involve the development of electrified powertrain systems,
improved guidance system accuracy, and safe operations related to machine, environment,
and human interactions.

A hybrid electric powertrain for agricultural vehicles could bring advantages such as
improved overall efficiency, performance, productivity, and flexibility, which might cause
improved levels of automation. However, there are some limitations in current technologies
and challenges related to the specific features of agricultural vehicles, including different
working environments, multi-power sources, and multi-drive systems, that make energy
management systems and component sizing more complex.

On-farm energy production using renewable sources such as small hydro, solar panels,
and wind turbines is a promising solution to energy crisis issues. Moreover, other green
technologies, such as renewable energy-based hydrogen production, could effectively
provide clean sources for the agricultural sector. However, there are still many challenges
to producing hydrogen from renewable energy on energy-independent farms and using it
in future eco-friendly vehicles, such as economic and technical problems.

To summarize, future research will need to consider the following aspects to enable
autonomous renewable electric vehicles and robots on farms:

• Improve energy storage and recharging technology for agricultural electric vehicles;
• Define new standards for electric agricultural vehicles, robots, and machinery;
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• Use lightweight, small agricultural vehicles in a group instead of heavy vehicles to
decrease environmental impacts, reduce costs, be accepted by customers, and provide
flexibility;

• Develop advanced technologies, control systems, intelligent setups such as collab-
orative and connected vehicles, Internet database analysis, artificial intelligence,
blockchain, IoT, new sensors, and computer algorithms.

In this regard, the support of academic or industrial research projects and the foundation of
start-ups to develop promising solutions for sustainable agriculture need to be considered.
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